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Vero Software, a leading
provider of CAD/CAM/CAE
solutions for the tool
industry, is pleased to present
the latest version of its
flagship VISI product. The
new version of VISIO 9.3
adds new features. Since
version 9.2, VISIT can
perform a new visualization
type based on the TIFF
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format. VISVI provides two
new visualization types:
Single Document and
Multiple Documents. Single
document allows you to
visualize the data of one table
row in real time. You can set
a rule that will force VISSI to
wait until all tables are
rendered and work on a new
table. Speaking specifically
about the TIFFF format, it
allows you to compress a
table several times, as a result
of which one sheet will take
only a few seconds. At the
same time, the user can
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receive initial data from
various sources (for example,
after one plate has been
received, another is sent to
the process). The
CADAVISIO and
CADSOSCI project
management systems also
offer a new type of optional
library for CADVISIO. These
libraries serve to meet the
requirements of a wide
variety of electronic
document management
systems, including systems
such as Microsoft, Paradigm.
The new version of the
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flagship development
VISION 9.1 has expanded the
list of supported CAD
systems. Today, the solution
is the most reliable and
productive CAD and CAM in
the world. The number of
supported devices can reach
60 models. New features
include the ability to work
with the CADJAVISION
system, install the VISA 9.0
application, and simplify
access to the CADAPI tool.
VISIS Technologies Global
Solutions Manager, Jim
Bestert, answers questions as
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always. Jim, how do you rate
the new version of VISIA
9.X? The new version has
become much better to work
with new devices. As I
mentioned earlier, the new
VISJAVI is more performant
than its predecessor
VISONJAVII. Previous
versions such as VISTA
(desktop) and VISO (mobile)
could not use the 32-bit
Celeron processor, but now
they can, especially with a
large number of devices.
Why is VISC so popular?
This is largely because our
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mobile work apps like
CADPAVO are running
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